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Abstract. We describe several existing bootstrap methods of inference for
the Kaplan-Meier estimator of survival probability, and propose a new al-
ternative. Unlike many existing analytic methods, these bootstrap methods
do not depend on the asymptotic normality of the Kaplan-Meier estimator,
which is dubious in small to moderate sized samples.
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1 Notation and de�nitions

We will consider inference on right-censored data, assumed to follow a random
competing-risks censoring model as follows. For each individual i, assume
that there is a potential failure time xi from a distribution described by the
survivor function S(t) = P (Xi > t) and a potential censoring time yi. Then
the observed survival time is ti = minfxi; yig. De�ne �i = I(ti = xi) and if
n individuals are observed we have data f(ti; �i); i = 1; : : : ; ng. Let r be the
number of failures and order the observed failure times t(1) < : : : < t(r); we
assume S(t) is continuous and hence there are no tied failure times. If we

de�ne nj = #fi : ti � t(j)g, the Kaplan-Meier estimator of S(t) is bS(t) =Q
j:t(j)�t

(nj � 1)=nj for 0 � t � maxiftig (Kaplan & Meier, 1958).

We can use bS(t�) directly to test the hypothesis H0:S(t
�) = p� against

HA:S(t
�) 6= p� at the 100�% level. A di�erent estimate of S(t) is due to

Thomas & Grunkemeier (1975), and can be used to de�ne a \reference dis-

tribution" for bS(t�) under H0. This is the constrained estimate ~S(t; t�; p�) =Q
j:t(j)�t

(nj + �� 1)=(nj + �) for 0 � t � t� where the constant � is chosen

so that ~S(t�; t�; p�) = p�.

2 Bootstrapping censored data

A sampling scheme for bootstrapping censored data was introduced by Efron
(1981); for `bootstrap individual' k, sample a survival time and censoring in-
dicator pair (ti; �i) with replacement from the data set f(ti; �i); i = 1; : : : ; ng.

If n bootstrap individuals are generated, a bootstrap replicate bSB(t�) can be
found by applying the Kaplan-Meier estimator to the bootstrap data set. We

take M of these replicates and order them as bSB[1](t�) � : : : � bSB[M ](t
�):

Standard bootstrap methods can then be applied to this set of replicates.
Possibilities include percentile tests (Efron, 1981), pivotal or percentile-t tests
(Hall, 1992) or bias corrected and accelerated tests (Efron, 1987).
Efron's bootstrap sampling procedure is equivalent to sampling a bootstrap

failure time xBi from bS(t) and a bootstrap censoring time yBi from bC(t), the
Kaplan-Meier estimator of the censoring distribution. The observed bootstrap



survival time is then tBi = minfxBi ; y
B
i g. The percentile test then rejects

H0:S(t
�) = p� at the 100�% level if p� < bSB[M�=2](t

�) or p� > bSB[M(1��=2)](t
�).

We propose an alternative resampling scheme which improves upon that

of Efron; instead of sampling our failure times from bS(t), we sample from
~S(t; t�; p�). This gives a set of constrained bootstrap replicates ~SB[m](t

�; p�);m =

1; : : : ;M . Ordering these, we then rejectH0 if bS(t�) < ~SB[M�=2](t
�; p�) or bS(t�) >

~SB[M(1��=2)](t
�; p�).
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Fig. 1. Empirical error rates with n = 100, survival times � Exp(10) and censoring
times � Exp(50). The upper graph uses Efron's percentile bootstrap test while the
lower uses our constrained bootstrap test

Figure 1 shows simulation results for the percentile and constrained boot-
strap tests for � = 0:05. The results are from 5,000 simulations with failure
times exponentially distributed with mean 10, censoring times exponentially
distributed with mean 50 and n = 100. Each pair of bars represents error

rates with the left bar being rejection when H0 is true for bS(t�) too low and

the right bar rejection when bS(t�) is too high. H0 was tested for p� values
0:10; 0:15; : : : ; 0:90. The solid horizontal line represents the target error rates
and the dashed line denotes the region we would expect the empirical error
rates to lie within with probability 0.95 if the error rate was truly nominal.
The �gure shows a clear improvement for our constrained bootstrap which
we have also seen in simulations with smaller n and greater censoring.
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